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HKTDC SmartBiz Expo 

6 - 8 December 2017 

Fair Report 

 

With the challenges and opportunities posed by the changing economic 

landscape and evolving digital era, the HKTDC has launched the inaugural 

HKTDC SmartBiz Expo during 6 to 8 December 2017 at the Hong Kong 

Convention and Exhibition Centre, to provide a unique cross-industry platform 

spotlighting innovative business solutions, creative ideas and cutting-edge 

technologies, for enterprises, especially small and medium enterprises (SMEs), 

to explore trends in business transformation and upgrade.  

 

Together with Hong Kong International Franchising Show, the Expo attracted a 

total attendance of over 11,000 visitors from over 50 countries/ regions were 

recorded over the three-day event.  Over 50% of visitors were local, over 30% 

were from Chinese mainland and over 10% from countries and regions outside 

Hong Kong. The top ten visiting foreign countries and regions were Thailand, 

Taiwan, Korea, USA, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Vietnam and 

Australia. 

 

One-stop platform to upgrade and transform  

 

Featured 523 exhibitors from 43 countries 

and regions, SmartBiz Expo aimed to 

enhance SMEs’ competitiveness and 

encourage them to explore technology and 

innovations. The fair was divided into 

several theme zones: Techtopia, Envision 

Lot, Boosters, Hatchery, Pathfinder and  

Muses.  

 

Techtopia zone displayed an array of technologies, including augmented reality, 

virtual reality, robotics and Internet of Things (IoT) applications from established 

companies, such as Softbank Robotics’ Pepper Robot from Win Win Industrial 

Co Ltd, VR solutions from Nanchang VR Base and various applied technology 

from Korean companies led by Korea Industrial Technology Association.  
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For companies seeking to sharpen their competitive 

edge, the Boosters zone offers the latest technology, 

from cloud and e-commerce systems, to branding 

and financial services, such as quality HR 

management services from WebCount Solutions Ltd 

and handy payment through Master from Neat 

Business. 

 

Meanwhile, Envision Lot zone exhibited inventions 

and research findings from the Chinese mainland, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Europe and Asia.  

 

In addition, the Hatchery zone served as a 

promotion platform for local and overseas start-ups to pitch their businesses to 

potential business partners. Renowned start-up communities such as Business 

France, Kasetsart Business School Research Commercialize Centre, Qianhai 

International Liaison Services Limited and Mustard Seeds had led their quality 

star-ups and featured their innovative business ideas to visitors. 

 

Another highlight was the Pathfinder zone, which gathered exhibitors from 

countries and regions including Saudi Arabia, Canada and Indonesia, to foster 

opportunities in investment partnership among Belt and Road countries and 

regions, particularly within the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Bay Area. 
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Last but not least, the Muses zone featured high quality design service providers 

from Hong Kong and Korea, including Gideon Lai Design & Associates Ltd., 

Eggshell Creative Consultancy and designers led by Hong Kong Science and 

Technology Parks Corporation. 

 

Industry experts unveil latest tech trends and opportunities 

 

To help businesses harness new opportunities and inspiration, the HKTDC 

hosted a three-day “FitBiz Rendezvous” programme, featured more than 40 

thematic forums and seminars, multiple pitching sessions and inventors, as well 

as tech-savvy demonstrations to cater to the needs of SMEs. Topics covered 

were trends on social media and app, online marketing and branding solutions, 

latest development on technologies such as AI, VR and Cloud computing, new 

business opportunities in US, ASEAN countries and Chinese mainland, brand 

design, Industry 4.0, and celebrity sharing.  Speakers included Herbert Chia, 

Venture Partner of Sequoia Capital China; Leo Liu, Alibaba Cloud General 

Manager (HK, Macau, Taiwan & Korea Region); Andrew Young, IBM China/Hong 

Kong Ltd Commercial Sales Unit Executive; Gerardo Salandra, CEO and founder 

of Rocketbots; and David Tang, CEO of BeeHive Network Information 

Technology Ltd.  
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In particular, to keep abreast of the new Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Bay 

Area Initiative, a luncheon, seminar and networking cocktail were organized to 

provide the opportunities for government officials and businesses of Bay Area to 

exchange thoughts and ideas on partnership, and provide updates on the 

business opportunities in their respective cities.  

 

From our participants…… 

“This is our first appearance to public of the latest technology developed by 

MYTIME® . Overseas customers from the US, India, Pakistan, Australia and 

Taiwan expressed their interests and provided lots of opinions for our product 

series…. some of them hope there will be further cooperation after the exhibition. 

SmartBiz Expo offers the possibility & opportunity for MYTIME®   to expand from 

domestic market to the world”  -- MyTime Technology Holdings Limited (from HK) 

“SmartBiz Expo is absolutely a great platform to showcase any technology, new 

ideas and new business models, because we are not only facing Hong Kong, but 

also overseas” – JetOne Motion (from HK) 

 

Way forward 

 

The 2nd edition of HKTDC SmartBiz Expo will return on 5 – 7 December 2018, 

continues to provide more inspirations and innovative ideas to SMEs around the 

globe. For more details, please visit our website: www.hktdc.com/smartbizexpo 

 

http://www.hktdc.com/smartbizexpo

